Let S-scheme A be a Schlessinger deformation of a curve AQ defined over a field k. In § §1 and 2, the dimension of the parameter space S, the relative differentials of X over S, and the fibres with singularity were studied, in case when Xn is locally complete-intersection. In §3 we show that if ¿-scheme Xn is a specialization of a smooth /«-scheme, then the punctured spectrum Spex(0^" ) has to be connected for every point x e Xn such that dimOxr, >_ 2. In turn we construct a rigid singularity on a surface. In the last section à few conjectures amplifying those of P. Deligne are made.
Let X" be an algebraic variety over a fixed perfect field k. A (formal)
deformation (2) of X0 is meant by a pair (R, X) where R is a complete noetherian local ^-algebra with the residue field k, and X a flat (formal) P-scheme together with an isomorphism X-^* k ®oX. A (formal) deformation (R, X) of X" is called a (formal) versal deformation (3) of X" if every (formal) deformation of X" is induced from (R, X). A (formal) versal deformation (R, X) of X" such that In a less precise language, we establish the following: Let X" be a reduced complete curve which is a relative complete-intersection over k, and let (R, X) be a Schlessinger deformation of X". Then (i) dimR = 3g -3 + dimH°(X0, Ox0) where ë = dimH1(XQ, 0Xq), (l)'dimP.
-dim W (XQ, Qxç) = tne dimension of the torsion ^-differentials of X0,
(ii) fiv-ln has no torsion and Q'i is an invertible sheaf on X, (iii) codim(SingR(X|P) in Spec (R)) = 1 where SingR(X|R) = |z eSpec(R)| X -► Spec(P) is not smooth at the point z|.
The properties (i) and (iii) ( Let P be a noetherian ring and A a generically smooth P-algebra of finite type (i.e. A ®R K is smooth over K where K is the total ring of fractions of R).
Then the module of relative differentials Q,A i R is a generically-free A-module of finite type such that rgi^lß = dimA ®R K, and in turn we may consider /\d&A\R -*^A\p)tt wnere ^= rz?^A|R = dimA ®R K. We note that in case when A is a relative complete-intersection over R, then hd^fi^i^ < 1 and (OjId). is nothing but the module of dualizing differentials hj^u defined by A. Grothendieck [7] , and the canonical map A &A\R -♦ (¿A\R is an isomorphism at each point x £ Spec (A) at which A is smooth over R, and therefore SuppWA^Ü^ 1 R) )
as well as Suppco^i^ are contained in Sing(A|R) = \x eSpec(A)| A is not smooth over R at *}. We note furthermore that Sing(A|R) = Singfi^i^ = Suppo)^|R since A is a relative complete-intersection over R, where a>A\ R = Cdker(AdüA\R -» oA\R). (ii) Let R be artinian.
//Sing(A|R) consists of a finite number of maximal points, then we have length((/v Ai R)) = length(eu^i R).
Proof. Since R is Cohen-Macaulay and A is a relative complete-intersection overß, A is also Cohen-Macaulay. Thus our statements follow immediately from
1.2.
Before we consider a further application, we recall Fitting ideals of a module:
Let F be an P-module of finite type, and choose a finite presentation
where F is R-free module of rank ». For each positive integer p, we set Remark. If A is complete under the zzz-adic topology, then the hypothesis (iii) is a consequence of (i). Indeed, M'#, being an A-module of finite type, is complete under the «z-adic topology and R/m ®R Ml is a finite-dimensional vector space over R/m by (i), and therefore must be of finite type as an R-module.
2. Torsion differentials and deformations. We briefly recall here the notion of a (formal) Schlessinger deformation: Let k be a fixed perfect field, and X. a scheme over k. A deformation of X is meant by a pair (R, X) where R is a complete noetherian local /e-algebra with the residue field k, and X a flat Anscheine together with a Cartesian diagram:
R -► R is a local ¿-algebra map and cf>: X -» X is a morphism of schemes with a commutative diagram:
A formal deformation of XQ isa pair (R, X) where R is a complete noetherian local ¿-algebra with the maximal ideal m, and X a R-flat m-adic formal scheme together with a Cartesian diagram *oc Spec(zé)C.
-,9C In this section we are interested in the deformation of complete curves. For this purpose we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let X. be a k-scheme of finite type with isolated nonsmooth points only. Assume that H2(X., fi* ) = 0 where Ü* = Hom" (fiv , Ov ). In view of this, we may provide the closed subset Sing(X|A<) with the closed subscheme structure defined by the ideal sheaf ix(a>x), where l_x(E), for any coher- in which F is A-free, and m is the free rank of A-module F. We note that, for any coherent X-module F, the ideal sheaf lx(E) annihilates F, and in particular cúx is a coherent Sing (X|ß)-module. We are also interested in "the image of Sing(X|P) under /". Since /: X -» Spec (R) is proper, T(X, <úlx\R) is an R-moduIe of finite type and SuppHX, ux\R) = /(Sing (X|P)). We thus note that /(Sing (X| A?))
D. S. RIM [July = SuppR//RU'(X, (¡>x\r^ wnere /R(r(X, <zJx|R)) is the 1st Fitting ideal of the Rmodule T(X, wx|R).
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following.
Theorem 2.7(6). Let X_ be a reduced complete curve defined over k, and let (R, X) be a Schlessinger deformation of X.. Assume that X» is a relative complete intersection over k. We then have (i)sX0 = 3g-3 + dim^°(X0,a^o) where g = dimkH1iXQ,0Xo).
(ii) Sing ( (iii) ^v|r has no torsion, the canonical map &>X|R -' ^xli? '* an isomorphism, and 7R(r(X, a>x| ")) is an invertible ideal in R. In particular, &x\r zs an invert ibie sheaf and codim (/(Sing (X|r)) z'?2 Spec (R)) = 1. It follows from 2.6 that SX0 -dim.W^X^ 0Xq|,) + dim,/V°(X0, Ext ^(fj^ |fe, 0^)).
Thus it suffices to show that dim IIHX0, 0Xq|,) + dimf/°(X0, fet^iS*^*. %» = 3g -3 + dimf/°(X0. S^j*)
i.e. X(0x0|t) = 3 -3g + dimf/°(X0, ExtXo(f2Xo^, 0Xq)) where X(F) = 2j,-(-u' dim rF(X , F) for any coherent X .-module E. Now consider the exact sequence 0-*(fiv .) _QV r¿ ~¿« *>* u-»<y' -n Xn|/e'z -Xn|/e X0|fe Xfjl* Since (6) P. Deligne has proven recently a stronger version of 2.7(i).
He has communicated to me that the formula 2.7(i) is valid for any curve which is a specialization of a nonsingular curve.
we get an isomorphism i(Q_x \k)* ~ -X • Since X is a Gorenstein scheme, cox i, is an invertible XQ-module and it follows immediately Exty (z'(ft.v-\l), Qx ) = 0 for all i > 0. Consequently we get {**] ° -* »Xjk "* Qx0\k ~> Extx0K0|,' °x0> -0.
The exact sequence (**) entails X©io|4) = VK0|,) r dim//°(X0, ExîioKo|,, 0Xq))
On the other hand, the local duality over Gorenstein scheme together with the (iii) Since XQ is a relative complete-intersection over k and X is A?-flat, it X containing Sing(XQ|¿). Let y £ Sing(X|R). Since Sy! n Sing(XQ|¿) / 0 so that lyl n l/j=0, we find that y 6 I/. Therefore Sing(X|R) C U, i.e. Suppcox|R C U. (b) fi^ijj is R-flat (since X is R-flat and is a relative complete-intersection over R), and K ®R 0>AlR is K ®R A-projective (since X is generically smooth over R).
(c) <u^iR (= Y(U, <uxlR) = r(X, wx|R)) is an R-module of finite type.
It follows from 1.5 that ^iR has no torsion, <y^|R is a perfect A-module with hd^w^|R = 2, and /R(r(X, <¿>X|R)) = 'R(w^lR) is an invertible ideal in R.
Since Sing(X|R) C U and &A\R = Y(U, ftx|R) has no torsion, it follows that ßx|R has no torsion, i.e.°-*nx|R ^wx|r -""xIp^0 is exact. Since depth cü^ir = 2, we have Extx(&>x|R, 0 x) = 0 for i = 0, 1, and therefore <±>X\R -* ^xIr *s an isomorphism. This completes our proof.
Remark. For any reduced complete curve X", we define lx = sx -dim H (XQ, Q_x i.) which measures the local contribution to the deformations of X.. We note, as a consequence of 2.7(i), that if XQ is a relative complete-intersection over k, then lx = dimH°iXQ, (fix u)t) = dimH°(X0, cúx u).
3. Local connection and rigid singularities. Let k be a fixed perfect field as before, and X a reduced ¿-scheme. Definition 3.1. X_ is said to be a "limit of smooth ¿-schemes" or X" is a specialization of a smooth ¿-scheme if there exists a deformation (R, X) of X such that X ®R K is smooth over K, where K is the total ring of fractions of R.
We say that X. is rigid if every deformation of XQ over k[e] is trivial, i.e. for any deformation ik[e], X) of XQ we have X -X_ ®. k[e\. We note that if XQ = Spec(AQ) is a reduced affine ¿-scheme, XQ is rigid if and only if Ext^ (0. i,, AA = 0 (see 2.4). We also note that a rigid Ze-scheme X. can never be a specialization of a smooth Zè-scheme unless X. itself is smooth over k.
Every reduced curve is conjecturally a specialization of a smooth curve [3l.
We have also seen in 2.5 that every affine ze-scheme which is a complete-intersection is a specialization of a smooth ^-scheme. On the other hand, there exists a 4-dimensional affine variety which can never be a specialization of a smooth
The main purpose of this section is to provide an example of rigid 2-dimensional singularity.
To clarify our motivation, we consider the phenomena of local connection under specialization, for which the author is indebted to A. Grothendieck. However, we give a complete proof for the convenience of the readers. Since R/p is complete with dim R/p = 1 and k is algebraically closed, we con-
] ®R< (R'®R X) is smooth over k((t)). We thus assume that R = Ze [[z] ]. Now let x £ XQ C X be a point such that dim Ox x > 2. Since Z is 0X x-regular such that 0X x/tOx x -Qx x and (QXx)t -k( (t) (I) sx =3g-3+dim/eA/°(X0, nx ) where g = dimkHX(XQ, Qx ).
One notes that the above formula coincides with the original conjecture of P. 
